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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Hello, my name is Timo Stegemann from the University of Duisburg-Essen and I will report on the results of a user study in which we investigated the learnability, user performance, and preferences of the path query language SemwidgQL compared to SPARQL.Since I am sure that most of you have never had heard of SemwidgQL before, I will start by giving you some information about the Semwidg project.



The Semwidg Project
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The goal of the Semwidg project is to retrieve data from SPARQL endpoints and display them in regular Webpages with what we call “Semantic Data Widgets”. For example for displaying text, images or spatial information. Creating this Webpages should be possible without higher knowledge about Linked Data techniques and without special server software. So, our target groups are people who don’t know much about the semantic web, but they are programmers, web developers or even bloggers, who want to enrich their website with data from SPARQL endpoints.



The Semwidg Project (2)

 SemwidgJS
 JavaScript based library and 

framework 
 displaying Linked Open Data 

from SPARQL endpoints via 
Semantic Data Widgets

 SemwidgQL
 path query language
 transcompiles to SPARQL
 dot notation like in OOP
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 SemwidgED
 online WYSIWYG editor
 setup assistant
 autocomplete/autosuggest 

feature for SemwidgQL 
queries

JS
QL

ED

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Semwidg is divided into three modules: the JavaScript library, + the online WYSIWYG editor, + and the path query language SemwidgQL that transcompiles to SPARQL and follows a dot notation known from ObjectOrientedProgramming-languages.



SemwidgQL: Basic Syntax
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SemwidgQL query SPARQL query

dbr:Vienna.rdfs:comment SELECT ?comment
WHERE {

dbr:Vienna rdfs:comment ?comment .
}

dbr:Vienna.^dbo:birthPlace
(rdf:type = dbo:SoccerPlayer)

dbr:Vienna.^dbo:birthPlace
(rdf:type = dbo:SoccerPlayer).rdfs:comment

SELECT ?player
WHERE {

?player dbo:birthPlace dbr:Vienna .
?player rdf:type dbo:SoccerPlayer .

}

SELECT ?player ?comment
WHERE {

?player dbo:birthPlace dbr:Vienna .
?player rdf:type dbo:SoccerPlayer .
?player rdfs:comment ?comment .

}

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
A SemwidgQL query typically starts with a resource followed by a dot and a property. For example in DBpedia, to get the textual description of Vienna, we would simple write Vienna dot rdfs:comment.+ We can append filter expressions to a property to filter, for example, the type of this property. Here, in the next query, we request all resources that have Vienna as birthplace and are of type SoccerPlayer.+ We can simply append another property to request, for example, the corresponding comment.Of course, SemwidgQL has more to offer than these basic features.



SemwidgQL: Advanced Features

SemwidgQL

 Wildcards
 Multiple Property Selections
 Filter Expression Keywords

SPARQL
SELECT DISTINCT SAMPLE(?wildcard) AS ?wildcard

AVG(?value) AS ?value MIN(?measuredAt) AS ?measuredAt
WHERE {

?wildcard ip:value ?value .
?wildcard ip:measuredAt ?measuredAt .
?wildcard ip:sensor ?sensor .
?wildcard ip:type ?type .

FILTER (
?sensor = ir:TH_LF285_01 && STR(?type) = "Temperature"

)
FILTER (

xsd:dateTime(?measuredAt) >= now() - 604800
)
BIND(FLOOR((xsd:dateTime(?measuredAt) -

xsd:dateTime("1970-01-01T00:00:00")) / (3600)
) AS ?measuredAt_timeinterval)

}
GROUP BY ?measuredAt_timeinterval
ORDER BY DESC(?measuredAt_timeinterval)
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*(ip:sensor = ir:TH_LF285 && ip:type = 'Temperature').
[ip:value(@aggregate = AVG),
ip:measuredAt(@timeinterval = '60 min' &&

@timestart = 'now - 7 days' &&
@aggregate = 'MIN') ]

*(ip:sensor = ir:TH_LF285 && ip:type = 'Temperature').
[ip:value(@aggregate = AVG),
ip:measuredAt(@timeinterval = '60 min' &&

@timestart = 'now - 7 days' &&
@aggregate = 'MIN') ]

*(ip:sensor = ir:TH_LF285 && ip:type = 'Temperature').
[ip:value(@aggregate = AVG),
ip:measuredAt(@timeinterval = '60 min' &&

@timestart = 'now - 7 days' &&
@aggregate = 'MIN') ]

*(ip:sensor = ir:TH_LF285 && ip:type = 'Temperature').
[ip:value(@aggregate = AVG),
ip:measuredAt(@timeinterval = '60 min' &&

@timestart = 'now - 7 days' &&
@aggregate = 'MIN') ]

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here we see a quite complex SPARQL query. This query requests the average temperature, measured by a sensor during the last week, aggregated on an hourly base. + Thanks to some advanced features, SemwidgQL allows us to write a much shorter and more coherent query.+ In contrast to the examples before, the query does not start with a fixed resource, but with a wildcard.+ It requests multiple properties at once. Namely the value and the measurement timestamp.+ And it uses several filter expression keywords. Internally, we differentiate between real and pseudo filters. Real filters result in a filter expression in SPARQL, pseudo filters can have an impact on any part of the query. But for the user this is not relevant.



SemwidgQL: Goal

 SemwidgQL is not intended to be a replacement for SPARQL 

 SemwidgQL is intended … 
 … to be a light-weight language
 … to lower the entry barriers to the Semantic Web and Linked Data area

 Therefore, SemwidgQL should be …
 … effective
 … efficient
 … easy to learn
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The goal of SemwidgQL is not to replace SPARQL.+ With SemwidgQL, we want to offer a light-weight language that lowers the entry barriers to the Semantic Web area.+ Therefore, SemwidgQL should be + effective, + efficient+ and easy to learn. To prove if SemwidgQL could fulfill these goals, we conducted a user study.



Before the Study

 User study took place in context of the introductory session of a seminar
 “Semantic Web Technologies and Applications”
 for graduate students in the field of computer science

 Introductory session consisted of a three-hour lecture
 basic ideas, techniques, and formats of Linked Data and Semantic Web
 SPARQL
 SemwidgQL

 Each student received a three-page handout
 small RDF graph used during seminar and study
 SPARQL cheat sheet
 SemwidgQL cheat sheet
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This study took place in context of the introductory session of a seminar “Semantic Web Technologies and Applications” for graduate students in the field of computer science.+ This session consisted of a three-hour lecture divided into 3 one-hour slots. In the first slot students were taught the basic ideas, techniques, and formats of Linked Data and Semantic Web. In the second slot they got a crash course in SPARQL and in the third one a crash course in SemwidgQL.+ Each student received a three-page handout [nächste Folie für Vorstellung der Handouts]



Handouts
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
…containing a small RDF graph that was used during the seminar for examples and the study,+ a SPARQL cheat sheet,+ and a SemwidgQL cheat sheet



Study: Design

 Empirical user study
 mixed methods design and repeated measures
 objective performance measures + subjective 

questionnaire

 Measuring efficiency (9 dependent variables)
a) time on task (s)
b) number of keystrokes
c) number of corrections
d) number of conjunct corrections
e) number of pauses
f) time of pauses (s)
g) number of requests
h) fraction of erroneous requests
i) display time of model solutions (s)

 Measuring effectiveness
 number of correct answers

 Measuring learnability
 comparison of results from initial and repeated 

measures 

 Measuring user preferences
 rating characteristics of SPARQL and SemwidgQL 

in a questionnaire
 naming advantages of one language over the 

other one
 what is your preferred language?
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The study was an empirical user study with a mixed methods design and repeated measures, combining objective performance measures and a subjective questionnaire.+ For measuring the efficiency, we measured 9 dependent variables…[aufzählen]… number of corrections and number of sequences of several corrections in a row (or short conjunct correction)…number of pauses and time of pauses (pauses are seen as an indicator for that the participants require some thinking time)…number of request (participants could query the SPARQL endpoint at any time to check their query and its results)…and display time of model solutions (these model solutions were presented after every task and their display time indicates how confident participants were regarding their own solution)+ For measuring the effectiveness, we evaluated the correctness of the answers.+ For measuring the learnability, we compared the results from the initial run and the repeated measures.+ For measuring the user preferences, we evaluated the results of a questionnaire, and asked the participants for naming advantages of one language over the other one, and – plain and simple – asked the participants for their preferred language.



Study: Participants, Procedure, and Data Collection

 Participants
 7 students (1 female) 
 age: 23-28 (M=25.57; SD=2.07)
 3 participants with knowledge from lectures
 1 participant worked with RDF and SPARQL in 

bachelor thesis

 Procedure
 3 query interpretation tasks

 alternating language
 8 query formulation tasks

 each to solve with SPARQL and SemwidgQL
 questionnaire
 repeated one week after introductory session 

 Data Collection
 each keystroke was recorded
 timestamps of

 task started and ended
 SPARQL endpoint was queried
 model solution displayed
 …
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Participants of the study were 7 students in a typical graduate student age. 3 of them had already gathered experiences in this topic in different lectures and one student had already worked with RDF and SPARQL in his bachelor thesis.+ The participants had to solve different types of tasks. At first they had to interpret the meaning of given SPARQL or SemwidgQL queries. Then they had to write queries on their own. At the end the participants had to complete a questionnaire. This whole procedure was repeated after one week.+ During the tasks, we recorded every keystroke and other relevant event, so we could reconstruct every action of the participants for our evaluation.



Results: Correctness of Answers

 Query Interpretation
 participants performed slightly better, when 

interpreting SemwidgQL queries
 no significant differences
 no wrong answers
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 Query Formulation
 participants achieved almost equally good 

results with both languages
 high amount of correct answers
 only 5 (of 126) wrong answers per language 89%

90%

7%

6%

4%

4%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

SemwidgQL

SPARQL

correct minor errors wrong

86%

76%

14%

24%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

SemwidgQL

SPARQL

correct minor errors wrong

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Let’s come to the results. At first, let’s have a look at the correctness of answers.When it come to the Query Interpretation tasks [%]No wrong answers, only answers that were too imprecise to be counted as completely correct.+ In the Query Formulation tasks, [%]



Results: Analysis of Mean Performance

 Multiple dependent t-tests for paired 
samples

 Participants performed …
 … significantly better using SemwidgQL 

regarding 6 DVs

 … better using SPARQL regarding the two 
“request” DVs
 having a high number of requests is not 

necessarily bad
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
We calculated multiple dependent t-test for paired samples to analyze the mean performances regarding the 9 dependent variables.{Since the depend variables have different scales and units of measurement, we display the values for SemwidgQL in relation to the values for SPARQL in the bar chart. So, the SPARQL value acts as 100% reference for the corresponding SemwidgQL value.}+ Participants performed significantly better using SemwidgQL regarding 6 of all 9 dependent variables. During the study, participants spend less time on the tasks, required less keystrokes, corrections, and pauses – and the displaytime of the sample solutions was lower.+ They only performed better using SPARQL (but not significantly better) regarding the two “request” variables. But having a high number of requests is not necessarily bad.



Results: Analysis of Learning Effects

 Differences between languages
 significantly better with SemwidgQL …

 … 4 DVs in 1st pass
 … 5 DVs in 2nd pass

 never significantly better with SPARQL

 Differences between initial run and 
repetition
 significant improvement with …

 … SemwidgQL regarding 8 DVs
 … SPARQL regarding only 4 DVs
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
We analyzed the differences of SPARQL and SemwidgQL in the first run and the repetition. -- In the diagram, this is the vertical comparison. For a better readability, we only show 4 selected variables out of the 9 variables in total. The other diagrams can be found in the paper.Participants performed significantly better with SemwidgQL regarding 4 and 5 dependent variables compared to SPARQL. In contrast, they never performed significantly better with SPARQL.+ And we also analyzed the differences between first run and the repetition per language. This would be the horizontal comparison. In all cases participants performed better in the repetition run. There were significant improvements with SemwidgQL in 8 of 9 dependent variables, but only in 4 of 9 variables with SPARQL.



Results: Complexity-dependent Analysis

 Determination of task complexity
 SPARQL model solutions as representation
 based on number of nodes of query in 

SPARQL Syntax Expressions (SSE) notation

 Significant association between task 
complexity and 8 of 9 DVs

 Regression lines of SemwidgQL in 7 of 9 
cases below SPARQL
 tasks with same complexity are easier to solve 

with SemwidgQL

 Some regression lines indicate that 
SemwidgQL will perform worse with 
higher complexity
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
We also performed a complexity dependent analysis of the results. Here we looked at the results for each task in relation to its complexity and then performed a linear regression analysis.+ We found significant associations between the task complexity and all but one dependent variables (fraction of erroneous requests). The coefficient of determination "R squared“ was always high and in several cases even close to 1, which indicates a nearly perfect linear relationship between the dependent variable and the complexity.+ Regression lines for SemwidgQL were in all but 2 cases below the ones of SPARQL which indicates that tasks with the same complexity are easier to solve with SemwidgQL than with SPARQL.+ But also some regression lines indicate that SemwidgQL will perform worse when it comes to tasks with a higher complexity than evaluated, which is understandable, since very long SemwidgQL queries will probably become unwieldy.



Results: Subjective Evaluation by Participants

 Multiple Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test

 2 ratings were significantly better 
for SemwidgQL
 writing effort
 sophistication

 2 ratings were descriptively better 
for SemwidgQL
 intuitiveness
 logical structure

 no differences
 learnability

 1 rating was descriptively better for 
SPARQL
 comprehensibility
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In the questionnaire, the participants had to rate SemwidgQL and SPARQL regarding 6 characteristics. On the left side of the diagram, we see the distribution of these ratings, on the right side, we see the average ratings.Based on this data, we performed multiple Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests[%]



Results: Subjective Evaluation by Participants (2)

 Asked for advantages
 SemwidgQL over SPARQL

 9 unique characteristics
 30 occurrences
 shortness of queries and similarity 

to OOP were frequently 
mentioned

 SPARQL over SemwidgQL
 3 unique characteristics
 5 occurrences

 Asked for preferred query 
language
 79% SemwidgQL
 21% SPARQL
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
We than askes for advantages of one language over the other one, the participants named 9 unique advantages for SemwidgQL with 30 occurrences in total. Especially, the shortness of queries and the similarity to Object Oriented Programming languages were frequently mentioned.For SPARQL, they only named 3 unique advantages with only 5 occurrences in total.+ Also we simply asked for their preferred query language and in 4 of 5 cases this was SemwidgQL.



Discussion

 Effectiveness
 participants performed with SemwidgQL as 

good as with SPARQL

 Learnability
 more improvement in repetition when using 

SemwidgQL compared to SPARQL
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 Efficiency
 participants performed better with 

SemwidgQL 
 independent from task complexity

 User preferences
 more named advantages for SemwidgQL
 most participants named SemwidgQL as 

preferred language



 



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
So, to answer the question from the beginning: “can SemwidgQL fulfill the goal to be effective, efficient and easy to learn?” I would say “Yes”, because…results indicate that SemwidgQL is as effective as SPARQL+ results indicate that SemwidgQL is more efficient, because participants performed significantly better with SemwidgQL regarding most of the evaluated dependent variables. In addition, the regression analysis showed that the reason for this was not that some already simple tasks were made even easier, but that the good results are independent from the complexity.+ Regarding the learnability, the participants showed significant improvements during the repetition when using SemwidgQL regarding all but only one dependent variable, but no significant improvement for the majority of dependent variables when using SPARQL. So, the results suggest that SemwidgQL is easier to learn.+ The participants clearly preferred SemwidgQL. There were way more advantages named for SemwidgQL and in 4 of 5 cases SemwidgQL was named as the preferred language.



Q&A
Do you have any questions?

18

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
If there are any questions I will try to answer them.



Backup Slides

19



Evaluation of SemwidgQL Expressiveness

 Analysis of Linked SPARQL Queries Dataset (LSQ)
 Saleem et al. (2015)
 636,876 unique SELECT queries
 1,526,804 executions

 Expressible in SemwidgQL
 91% can be expressed in SemwidgQL without any limitation
 2% can not be expressed 
 6% can be expressed with limitations or after a rewrite

 How can we know?
 Poster: “Pattern-based analysis of SPARQL queries from the LSQ dataset”

 Most of the executed queries (89%) have a complexity of 8 or below
 complies with complexity of user study’s query tasks
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 Halstead Metric

 𝜂𝜂1= number of distinct operators
 𝜂𝜂2= number of distinct operands
 𝑁𝑁2= number of unique operands

 Filter expressions increase the number of 
operators rapidly

Complexity Calculation

 SSE-based Metric
 Counting number of nodes in tree of query in 

SPARQL Syntax Expressions notation
 Jena framework

(project (?label)
(filter (> ?pop 60000)
(bgp
(triple ex:Essen ex:stadtbezirk ?dist)
(triple ?dist ex:einwohner ?pop)
(triple ?dist rdfs:label ?label)

)))
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𝐷𝐷 =
𝜂𝜂1
2

×
𝑁𝑁2
𝜂𝜂2

Task

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Halstead D 2.67 4.00 3.50 8.25 3.60 7.71 3.75 8.40 9.10

SSE based complexity c 2 3 3 4 3 6 3 5 8

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
SSE: every node represents a mental process, the user has to go through Task 7: query German comment of resourcetriples complexity compared to language independent query with Halstead, only doubles complexity with SSE



Tasks Examples

Interpret the semantics of the following SPARQL / 
SemwidgQL query. What information is queried?

SELECT DISTINCT ?y ?z
WHERE {

?x ex:sensor ex:MyTempSensor .
?x ex:value ?y .
FILTER (

?y > 21.7
) .
?x ex:measuredAt ?z .

}

ex:MyTempSensor.^ex:sensor.
[ex:value(@self > 21.7), ex:measuredAt]

All sensor values of “ex:MyTempSensor” are queried that 
are higher than 21.7 degree. Additionally, the 
corresponding time stamp is queried.

Query the labels of all districts of Essen with more 
than 60,000 inhabitants.

SELECT ?label
WHERE {

ex:Essen ex:district ?district .
?district ex:population ?pop .
FILTER (

?pop > 60000
) .
?district rdfs:label ?label .

}

ex:Essen.ex:district
(ex:population > 60000).rdfs:label
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